PROTECT PERSONAL AND SENSITIVE DATA THROUGH AUTOMATED REMEDIATION

PRIVACY AND SECURITY ARE NOT JUST IMPORTANT IN TODAY’S COMMUNICATION DELIVERY, IT IS PARAMOUNT.

From regulations like the Payment Card Information Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS) to healthcare regulations like HIPAA, the protection of your customers’ private and sensitive information by your organization needs to be guaranteed.

SOLIMAR REDACTION ENGINE
AUTOMATED, DYNAMIC AND MODULAR

Redaction Engine provides organizations with an easy-to-use and logical way to create workflows that automatically and dynamically redact personal and sensitive customer data from composed customer communications. The Solimar solution makes it possible to bring legacy and current documents into compliance by using post-composition reengineering methods to change sensitive information to a legally compliant format, or completely remove it from the composed file, to prevent an accidental breach of personal data.

CONSIDER THE BENEFITS OF HAVING AN EFFICIENT, COST-EFFECTIVE AND FLEXIBLE REDACTION SOLUTION INTEGRATED IN YOUR CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS WORKFLOW:

- Compliance with data privacy standards such as PCI-DSS, HIPAA, SOX and more.
- Delivery through one or many channels including print, email, mobile and SMS.
- Track and report on your redaction process and documents you send out.
- Lower the risk of lawsuits from privacy and security breaches.
- Reduce manual errors by utilizing full automation.
- Completely remove personal and sensitive information from digital documents to prevent breaches from hacking of metadata. The only sure way as opposed to white boxes or white-colored text.
- Make legacy documents that are archived compliant with today’s privacy and security standards.

Make legacy documents that are archived compliant with today’s privacy and security standards.
The Redaction engine allows for one-off redaction of documents or redaction of significant volumes of transactional customer communication content. And content can be part of a monthly production run or can be part of a real-time request from your document archive for delivery to your customers immediately. The engine works by utilizing powerful and flexible indexing templates to target and modify (or remove) content. These templates are then applied in an automated workflow designed to address the needs of an organization like yours that produce on-demand and monthly production runs of customer communications.

Easily combined with other Solimar products, Redaction Engine is a proven solutions component that routinely supports creating redacted documents from source print data such as AFP, IPDS, LCDS, Metacode, PDF, PCL, PostScript and VIPP® for a wide range of vertical clients including: financial institutions, banks, brokerages, governments, insurers, retailers and schools.

**ABOUT SOLIMAR SYSTEMS, INC.**

Solimar Systems is a leading developer of Customer Communication Management and Delivery solutions. Our solutions provide clients visibility into their workflows and operations while driving costs down; track the lifecycle of jobs from receipt to multi-channel distribution; optimize and convert data and documents; manage and optimize production printing across facilities and enable secure access and compliance. We also drive value and revenue generating opportunities by adding dynamic, conditional messaging to documents via digital inserts, onserts and augmented reality (AR) experiences. With thousands of clients worldwide, including 70% of the Fortune 100, Solimar has integral, proven IT solutions that have benefited print and data centers for more than 25 years.